DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. Ana’s mom asks her to start helping out when it comes to paying for practices. What led her to make that request, and why do you think Ana so quickly agreed to help out in this manner?

2. Ana argues that because she is working as a skating assistant, she should be able to make choices when it comes to her program. Should Ana have a say in what her costume, music, and routine all look like? Why?

3. When Miss Lydia shows Ana her new program and makes Ana wear a skirt to practice, should Ana have spoken up about not liking either? Why did Ana choose to keep quiet even though she was unhappy?

4. Why didn’t Ana correct Hayden when he called her Alex the first time? Ana had many chances to correct Hayden about the mix up, but why do you think she never corrected him?

5. When Ana first tells Tamar about not liking the princess routine, do you think Tamar was supportive? How would you support a friend if they told you they had to do something they didn’t want to?

6. Why is everyone surprised by Ana’s hair cut? Do you think it’s a big deal that Ana has short hair?

7. Why is it easier for Ana to express herself more freely around Hayden than with anyone else?

8. After the blowup between Tamar and Ana, where Tamar expresses how she feels ignored by her friend, do you agree with Tamar that Ana was being selfish towards her? Why or why not?

9. Hayden says that his classmates back in Minnesota made fun of him when he went back to school with his true name and pronouns. How do you think that made Hayden feel?

10. Everyone in Ana’s life is supportive about her coming out, even if they don’t fully understand all that Ana is experiencing. Why is this important? How would you support a friend going through the same thing as Ana?